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Our visit for locum duties in 
September from the U.K., 
was able to happen as Italy 
has done so well in holding 
Covid at bay, since the first 

serious circumstances were confronted in   
Italy. Oh, that the U.K. could have said the 
same, but that wasn’t to be.  However we are 
glad that we don’t have to quarantine when 
we return, and that we have been allowed 
into Italy as U.K. citizens. For that we are 
thankful. 

We were due to be at the chaplaincy in 
Taormina in April 2020, but due to both the 
Italian and British governments preventing 
travel due to the epidemic, we had to operate 
from home in Yorkshire U.K. We joined the 
excellent WhatsApp group, and were able to 
be part of everyone’s experience that way, 
and their prayer together every evening.        
Each Sunday we celebrated the Eucharist in 
our garden room at home at 11 am (Italian 
time) remembering everyone in the prayers, 
even though we could not see each other   
virtually or meet around the fellowship table. 
We remembered also the clergy and people of 
Ripon Cathedral where we worship at home 
and also our Franciscan Area and  Order 
where I serve as Area Minister for  Yorkshire 
West, South and Craven in the Third Order.  

Bishop David’s address to our Italy Synod, 
recorded on 23rd September raises the      
interesting dilemma, regarding the differences 
between physical gatherings and virtual     
contact through social media. Rita and I are 
conscious of the differences, as we continue 
to study Italian over Zoom at home, rather 
than meeting others at evening classes. 

Now that the U.K. is seeing a considerable 
increase in virus cases, it is possible that 
there will be more restrictions on travel in the 
coming months. We are very glad that the 
Taormina friends have some agreed          
alternative ways to cope, should this happen. 

In Taormina, we have seen in three/four 
weeks the number of people infected has   
risen from 17 to 42 and now over 70. This is 
not surprising, where even with fewer visitors, 
it still had the flavour of a holiday town, and 
still generates a more relaxed atmosphere. 
We notice, especially in cafes, non sanitising 
tables after different customers sit at the 
same seats, after others have left. We have 
taken our own sanitiser for the table in some 
cases. 

This September visit has been quieter during 
what had been the fourth visit to Taormina 
and our fifth to Sicily. We have been glad to 
meet up with the members of the Taormina 
congregation, including Una, just after she 
and Santi moved to Ragusa. 

We are glad she will continue to represent the 
church at Synod meetings. We have been 
able to host the socially distanced AGM on the 
chaplaincy terrace on a warm sunny after-
noon and have been out, following a kind   
invitation from a member of the fellowship. 
We have shared in the regular monthly      
Eucharist with the German Lutheran         
congregation, in German and English. We 
were delighted to entertain Sabine, the     
German Lutheran pastor, to a meal on the 
back terrace. As we all have been mission 
partners in the world church; she in Japan 
and we in Bangladesh; it was brilliant to  
compare notes, just like many precious      
occasions with fellow overseas workers.  

We have particularly been delighted to be in 
contact with Elizabeth Watkins, a Secretary 
for Synod and dear friend from the Genoa 
church. She continues to be an inspiration, 
after the sad passing of Jon Carlo and it was 
great to hear the continued story of the   
Genoa church and also incredibly hopeful  
stories opening out for the Nigerian members 
of the church, two of whom I had the      
privilege of baptising, prior to their            
confirmation by Bishop David. We thank God 
for their witness and tenacity and for         
Elizabeth, Flora, Mary, Tony their priest and 
all the saints there. What a story! 

It’s been a delight to focus in preaching and 
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in the Bible study on St Paul’s letters to the 
Romans and Philippians. When usually the 
gospel reading is the focus of preaching, we 
miss sometimes the earliest written material 
around Jesus, that there is in the New       
Testament. Of course in the gospels there is 
material that circulated orally and also in  
snippets which could sometimes be written 
down too, such as Jesus own Aramaic sayings 
and his Hebrew style poetry that was passed 
around early Christian gatherings. One of the 
books in the Chaplains flat ‘The lost message 
of Paul’ by Steve Chalke is worth reading 
with/the Bible study group. I remember Steve 
Chalke, a Baptist minister (from the academic 
Liberal tradition in the Baptist Church) when 
he was working with the British Council of 
Churches. In this book he develops the      
inclusivity in Paul’s experience and ministry. 

So the Bible study group was a highlight for 
me, in looking at Paul’s letter to the Romans 
together. We explored the context, political 
background and Paul’s developed              
understanding of inclusivity and the gospel. 
We were very encouraged that one of our  
fellowship had been encouraged to read more 
for herself of the foundation of the early 
church. That’s a plus. 

Also glad to have contributed daily prayers to 
everyone through the churches own 
WhatsApp Groups I’ve been glad to use not 
just ones known and loved, but also some 
I’ve written (and sweated over) across a few 
years. 

Although we have seen Sister Tercesia twice, 
from the Franciscan sisters here, we did not 
in the end feel able to get to Messina and 
back for the youth event, without some risk, 
just before we leave. We will continue to    
remember them all and will certainly make 
contact with the Franciscan community when 
we return in April. They do some super work 
with younger people and will remain in our 
thoughts and prayers.  

We have been able to meet with the          
fellowship here, social distancing on the     
terrace, on Friday evening for drinks and a 
bite.  

We will be going to Rome on Monday by 
train, and calling at the Anglican Centre in 
Rome on Tuesday to meet up with colleagues 
there. Back in the UK for the last six years 
I’ve served as their Yorkshire Support group 
Rep. and believe much in their work and   
ecumenical witness and keep in regular    
contact. 

So a different kind of visit this time with less 
movement about, and inter church visits, but 
some time for learning together, fellowship 
and growing though this, for all of us.  

We return to the UK next Thursday from 
Rome to Leeds, to carry on Franciscan work 
there. But this has been a special time of 
learning and walking alongside everyone    
during this strangest chapter in global events, 
that will contribute to a different way of living 
together. 

Thank you all and our continued prayers and 
love.  

Fr. John and Rita Bennett 

 


